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To improve health and developmental outcomes in 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and 

families in Australia through improvements in health 
services.

Generate new 
knowledge that 

leads to 
improved health 

and 
developmental 
outcomes in 
Aboriginal 
children

Facilitate 
collaboration 
across ISAC 
and national 

and 
international 

networks

Develop the 
health and 

medical 
research 

workforce by 
providing 

opportunities to 
advance the 

training of new 
researchers

Ensure effective 
transfer of 
research 

outcomes into 
health policy 
and practice

Systematic reviews



Objectives

1. Compare and contrast the different types of systematic 
reviews and what they aim to achieve

2. Explain why including communities and stakeholders in 
systematic reviews is important for improving health and 
wellbeing outcomes for Indigenous children and their families

3. Identify key strategies to engage communities and 
stakeholders in the systematic review process.



Systematic review Literature review

Goals Answer a focussed single question 

Eliminates bias 

Provides a summary or an overview of a topic

Question Clearly defined and answerable question. Often uses 

PICO1 or a variation of this format

A general topic or a specific question

Protocol A peer review protocol or plan is included No protocol is included

Components • Background

• Clear objectives are identified

• Clearly defined inclusion and exclusion criteria

• Comprehensive search conducted in a systematic 

way

• Selecting articles in explicit and clear 

• Comprehensive evaluation of study quality

• Clear summaries of studies based on high quality 

evidence

• Background

• Objectives may or may not be identified

• Inclusion and exclusion criteria may not be 

specified 

• Strategy not explicitly stated

• Selection of articles may not be described 

• Evaluation of study quality may or may not be 

included

• Summary based on studies where the quality of 

the articles may not be expected. May also be 

influenced by the reviewer's theories, needs 

and beliefs

Authors At least two authors with a third person identified to 

review disagreements

One or more authors

Value Results in high quality evidence and supports 

evidence-based practice

Provides a summary of the literature

1PICO= population, intervention, comparison, outcome



Reasons for completing a review

• Improving preventive and clinical practice guidelines

• Support policy makers in making informed decisions (i.e. 
healthcare decision making)

• Determining the gaps

• Evidence mapping

• Evidence gap map

• Scoping reviews



Examples of reviews
Predominant review type Aim of the review

Aggregative

‘What works?’ reviews What is the effect of a health or social intervention?

Diagnostic test What is the accuracy of this diagnostic tool?

Cost benefit How effective is the benefit of an intervention relative to its cost?

Prevalence How extensive is this condition?

Configurative

Meta-ethnography What theories can be generated from the conceptual literature?

Critical interpretative synthesis What theories can be generated from the conceptual literature?

Meta narrative review How to understand the development of research on an issue within and 

across different research traditions. 

Configuring and aggregative

Realist synthesis What is the effect of a social policy in different policy areas?

Framework synthesis What are the attributes of an intervention or activity?



Review initiation

• Form review team. Make 
sure to consider all the 
different skills you may 
need to complete the 
review.

Review question and 
methodology

• Formulate question, 
conceptual framework or 
logic model and approach 
to synthesis (ie develop a 
protocol) 

Search strategy

• Develop search strategy

• Consider which databases, 
clinical trial websites and 
grey literature websites to 
include

Selecting articles for 
inclusion

• Develop and apply inclusion 
criteria for first screen of 
title and abstract

• Develop and apply inclusion 
criteria for full text inclusion

Description of study 
characteristics

• Create and test data 
extraction tool.

• Extract all relevant data. 
This can be guided by your 
conceptual framework.

Quality and relevance 
assessment

• Apply critical appraisal 
criteria

Synthesis

• Use data extraction, 
conceptual framework, and 
quality judgements

Using reviews

• Interpret and communicate 
findings



Discussion time (5 minutes)

1. Who would you involve?

2. Why you would involve them in your systematic review?

3. When would engage them?

Review 
initiation

Review 
question 

and 
methods

Search 
strategy

Selecting 
articles for 
inclusion

Description 
of included 

studies

Quality and 
relevance 

assessment
Synthesis

Using 
reviews



Review 
initiation

Review 
question 

and 
methods

Search 
strategy

Selecting 
articles for 
inclusion

Description 
of included 

studies

Quality and 
relevance 

assessment
Synthesis

Using 
reviews

Review 
initiation

Review 
question 

and 
methods

Search 
strategy

Selecting 
articles for 
inclusion

Description 
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studies

Quality and 
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Using 
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Care coordination case study

National and 

state policies 

highlight 

need

Improving 

Service 

Coordination 

for Aboriginal 

Families 

Project 

Training and 

capacity

building grant

Interviews

with health 

service 

providers and 

families

Evidence 

synthesis 

and 

reference 

groups 

(protocol)

Outcome 

categorisation 

and selection

Translation



Lessons learnt

- Similar to other research designs
- Can be clear when to engage communities
- Time
- Funding

The 
process

- It doesn’t have the same tangible outcomes as other 
research designs
- Some topics may be difficult to engage communitiesBarriers

- Making sure the topics are relevant
- Making sure the outcomes are relevant
- Improved translation of the outcome your review
- Building capacity within communities

Strengths
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